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Objective: The purpose of our study was to review the initial high-resolution CT (HRCT) findings in
pneumonia patients with presumed/laboratory-confirmed novel swine-origin influenza A (H1N1) virus
(S-OIV) infection and detect pneumonia earlier.
Materials and methods: High-resolution CT (HRCT) findings of 106 patients with presumed/laboratory-
confirmed novel S-OIV (H1N1) infection were reviewed. The 106 patients were divided into two groups
according to the serious condition of the diseases. The pattern (consolidation, ground-glass, nodules, and
reticulation), distribution, and extent of abnormality on the HRCT were evaluated in both groups. The
dates of the onset of symptoms of the patients were recorded.
Results: The predominant CT findings in the patients at presentation were unilateral or bilateral multi-
focal asymmetric ground-glass opacities alone (n = 29, 27.4%), with unilateral or bilateral consolidation
(n = 50, 47.2%). The consolidation had peribronchovascular and subpleural predominance. The areas of
consolidation were found mainly in the posterior, middle and lower regions of the lungs. Reticular opac-
ities were found in 6 cases of the initial MDCT scan. The extent of disease was greater in group 1 patients
requiring advanced mechanical ventilation, with diffuse involvement in 19 patients (63.3%) of group 1
patients, and only 15/76 (19.7%) of group 2 patients (p < 0.01, �2 test). 20 cases (19%) of the 106 patients

had small bilateral or unilateral pleural effusions. None had evidence of hilar or mediastinal lymph node
enlargement on CT performed at admission or later.
Conclusions: The most common radiographic and CT findings in patients with S-OIV infection are unilateral
or bilateral ground-glass opacities with or without associated focal or multifocal areas of consolidation.
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. Introduction

During the spring of 2009, a novel swine-origin influenza A
H1N1) virus (S-OIV) was first reported in Mexico and spread glob-
lly [1]. The World Health Organization declared the first phase 6
lobal influenza pandemic of the century on June 11, 2009. During
eak periods of seasonal influenza, the pandemic strain of H1N1
irus caused severe illness, including pneumonia, acute respiratory

istress syndrome (ARDS) and even death. Antiviral drugs were
dministered to most patients, but such therapy was started more
han 48 h after the onset of illness in a majority of the patients.
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cities had a predominant peribronchovascular and subpleural distribution.
he early recognition of severe S-OIV (H1N1).

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Delayed initiation of antiviral therapy may have contributed to an
increased severity of illness [2]. It is therefore important that clini-
cians and radiologists be able to recognize chest CT findings of H1N1
influenza in high-risk groups so that they order specific antiviral
therapy as soon as possible, especially in the countryside without
appropriate diagnostic tests to confirm the diseases [3]. Multi-slice
CT (MSCT) is the best technique to detect the early pneumonia
compared with other techniques. In this article, we review initial
HRCT findings characteristics of 106 patients who were hospital-
ized for pneumonia with presumed/laboratory-confirmed novel
S-OIV (H1N1) in order to detect pneumonia with H1N1 earlier.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects

We collected 106 patients hospitalized for pneumonia with
presumed/laboratory-confirmed novel S-OIV (H1N1) infection
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Table 1
Distribution of the disease in the two groups.

Distribution Predominant distribution

Bilateral Unilateral Central Subpleural Central and subpleural

Group 1 (n = 30) 15 60 19 30 26
Group 2 (n = 76) 1 30 3 6 22
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Total 16 90

> 0.05.

rom October 2009 to December 2009. Our study group of patients
ncluded 54 males and 52 female ranging in age from 1 to 71 years
median age, 31.7 ± 15.7 years). 102 of the 106 patients had no sig-
ificant medical history. 38 of these patients were confirmed to
ave S-OIV (H1N1) by testing of respiratory specimens with real-
ime reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) at
enters for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). A confirmed
ase was defined by a positive result of a RT-PCR of nasal swabs
r aspirates performed at a laboratory operated according to the
uidelines of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Preven-
ion. The others were presumed to have S-OIV (H1N1) based on the
act that no other viruses were circulating in the community at any

requency. A suspected case was defined as an influenza-like illness
temperature ≥37.5 ◦C and at least one of the following symptoms:
ore throat, cough, rhinorrhea, or nasal congestion) and either a his-
ory of travel to a country where infection had been reported in the

ig. 1. A 36-year-old man with laboratory-confirmed S-OIV (H1N1). High-
esolution CT (HRCT) scan obtained 10 days after the onset of symptoms. Axial CT
mage showed peripheral and lower lung predominant ground-glass opacities, and
neumomediastinum (arrows) (A and B).
22 36 48

previous 7 days or an epidemiologic link to a person with confirmed
or suspected infection in the previous 7 days [4]. All 106 patients
had initially presented with an influenza-like illness, thereby fulfill-
ing the clinical criteria for diagnosing S-OIV infection as established
by the CDC. The bacterial or fungus cultures obtained within 24 h
after admission were negative: cultures of blood specimens and
bronchial aspirate samples from all patients.

The 106 patients were divided into two groups. Group 1 con-
sisted of 30 critically ill patients. Critically ill patients were defined
as (1) those admitted to a intensive care unit (ICU) or those requir-
ing mechanical ventilation (invasive or noninvasive), (2) those with
a fraction of inspired oxygen (FIO2) concentration greater than or
equal to 60%, or (3) those with the need for intravenous infusion
of inotropic or vasopressor medication [5]. Group 2 consisted of 76

patients who were required brief hospitalization without advanced
mechanical ventilation but drugs.

All 106 patients were performed CT scans (some also with radio-
graphy) and abnormal findings can be detected. Some critically ill

Fig. 2. A 34-year-old pregnant woman with laboratory-confirmed S-OIV (H1N1).
High-resolution CT (HRCT) scan obtained on the day of the onset of fever (A). Axial
CT image showed ground-glass opacities peribronchovascular and subpleural pre-
dominance. 3 days later, the opacities became larger and thicker on the same level
as A (B).
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Fig. 3. A 36-year-old woman with laboratory-confirmed S-OIV (H1N1). Chest CT
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atients confirmed H1N1 without CT scans in our hospital were not
ncluded in this study.

.2. Imaging techniques

Thin-section MSCT was performed in all 106 patients. 80
atients underwent MDCT on admission, whereas the remain-

ng patient underwent scanning within 24 h after admission. 72
f the 80 patients had second MDCT scan 14 days after the
nitial study. 26 patients underwent initial CT in other hospi-
al and second MDCT in our hospital. The other patients had
o CT scans but bedside anteroposterior-projection radiographs
ecause their serious condition. The studies were performed on a
0-MDCT scanner (Sensation10, Siemens Healthcare) or 16-MCT
canner (lightspeed 16, GE Healthcare). The protocol used was
s follows: end-inspiratory acquisition, 120 kV, 150–200 mA s, and
-mm reformation. The images were viewed on both lung (win-
ow width, 1400 HU; level, −700 HU) and mediastinal (window
idth, 350 HU; level, 40 HU) settings. The reconstructions were
ade in 2 mm-slice-thick and lung settings. 26 of the initial CT

cans were obtained using a variety of CT scanners and proto-
ols at other hospitals before the patients were transferred to our
ospital. All 30 patients in ICU had serial bedside anteroposterior-
rojection follow-up radiographs. Initial chest radiographs were
btained using computed radiography or digital radiography in all
atients.

.3. Image analysis

Two experienced radiologists with thoracic imaging experience
f 12 years and 14 years reviewed MDCT scans independently and
eached a decision on the final interpretations by consensus. The
bnormalities were further characterized as consolidation, ground-
lass opacity, nodules, and reticulation. Ground-glass opacities
ere defined as hazy areas of increased opacity or attenuation
ithout obscuration of the underlying vessels. Consolidation was
efined as homogeneous opacification of the parenchyma with
bscuration of the underlying vessels. Nodular opacities were
efined as focal round opacities. Reticular opacities were defined
s linear opacities forming a meshlike pattern. The involvement
as categorized as unilateral or bilateral. If the involvement was
eemed bilateral, the process was categorized as symmetric or
symmetric in nature. The distribution was categorized as focal,
ultifocal, and diffuse. Focal was defined as a single focus of

bnormality, multifocal as more than one focus, and diffuse if
ilateral and involving the equivalent of the volume of one or
oth lungs. Predominant distribution was also assessed as being

n the upper, middle, or lower lung zone and as being in a ran-
om, predominantly central or peribronchovascular, or peripheral
outer third of the lungs) location. The presence of associated
ilar, mediastinal lymph node enlargement, or pleural abnormali-
ies was also assessed. Any additional lung findings were recorded.
o assess changes that occurred over time, the CT scans in some
atient were examined in sequence. The pattern, extent, and dis-
ribution of abnormal CT findings were compared with findings
n the same region on previous and subsequent CT scans. The
ate of the onset of symptoms and the date of the earliest CT
cans of all the patients were recorded. We evaluated the inter-
al days that between the onset of the symptom and the initial CT
cans.

.4. Statistical analysis
For categorical variables, the percentages of patients in each
ategory were calculated. p < 0.05 was considered to indicate a sta-
istically significant difference. Differences in the two groups were
acquired at admission showed bilateral ground-glass opacities in all lung zones (A)
and reticular opacities in right lower lobe. Follow-up CT performed 12 days after A
showed follow-up CT reticular opacities forming a meshlike pattern (B).

tested by using �2 statistics. All of the data were analyzed with
statistical software (SPSS, version 13.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL).

3. Results

There were 30 critically ill patients admitted to the ICU requir-
ing intubation or mechanical ventilation. There is no difference
between the age of the two groups (p < 0.05). None of our patients
with H1N1 had normal CT findings at presentation. The HRCT find-
ings at presentation in our patients were similar to those described
by the reports [6]. The predominant radiographic findings in the
patients at presentation were unilateral or bilateral multifocal
asymmetric ground-glass opacities alone (n = 29, 27.4%), with uni-
lateral or bilateral consolidation (n = 50, 49.2%), nodular opacities
or reticular opacities (Table 1). The initial MDCT scan displayed a
pattern of rounded, multiple, peripheral ill-defined ground-glass
opacities, including two patients who are pregnant (Figs. 1 and 2).
The sharp demarcation between the areas of involved and unin-
volved parenchyma can been seen on CT scans. The consolidation
had peribronchovascular and subpleural predominance. The areas
of consolidation were found mainly in the posterior, middle and
lower regions of the lungs, but there was no difference between
the two groups (Table 1). Reticular opacities were found in 6 cases

of the initial MDCT scan (Fig. 3). There was no difference between
the pattern of disease of the two groups (Table 2). Thickening of
interlobular septa and intralobular lines in both sides can be seen
(Fig. 4). 30 cases (31%) of the 106 patients who were hospitalized
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Table 2
The patterns of the disease in the two groups.

Ground-glass opacities Consolidation Nodular opacities Reticular opacities

Group 1 (n = 30) 20 29 3 2
Group 2 (n = 76) 59 48 1 13

Total (n = 106) 79 77 4 15

p > 0.05.

Table 3
Distribution of the disease in the two groups.

Distribution Predominant distribution

Focal Multifocal Diffuse Upper lung zone Middle lung zone Lower lung zone

Group 1 (n = 30) 1 10 19 8 29 30
Group 2 (n = 76) 9 52 15 40 56 72
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Total (n = 106) 10 62 34

< 0.001.

nd had follow-up CT and obtained within 24 h of presentation
howed progression of the disease (Fig. 5). The most outstanding CT
eatures of the disease include rapidly-progressing basal and axial
nterstitial/alveolar consolidation and diffuse ground-glass opaci-
ies (Fig. 5C). The extent of disease was greater in group 1 patients
equiring advanced mechanical ventilation, with diffuse involve-
ent in 19 patients (63.3%) of group 1 patients, and only 15/76

19.7%) of group 2 patients (p < 0.001, �2 test) (Table 3). The one
atient in group 1 who had focal disease involving only unilateral

ower zones was admitted to ICU for dyspnea and died after 2 days.
n CT scans, swelling of brain stem and bilateral thalamus were

ound (Fig. 6). There are 4 patients with pneumomediastinum in
oth groups that were only evident on high-resolution CT (Fig. 1). 20
ases (19%) of the 106 patients had small bilateral or unilateral pleu-
al effusions. Pleural effusions decreased gradually on follow-up.
one had evidence of hilar or mediastinal lymph node enlargement
n CT performed at admission or later.

. Discussion

Swine influenza is a highly contagious acute respiratory dis-
ase of pigs caused by a subtype of influenza A virus. The modes

f transmission of influenza viruses in humans, including S-OIV,
re thought to occur mainly through the dissemination of large
roplets and possibly small-particle droplet expelled when an

nfected person coughs [7,8]. The most common clinical findings

ig. 4. A 39-year-old woman with presumed H1N1. High-resolution CT scan
btained on 3 days after the onset of symptoms showed ground-glass opacities,
hickening of interlobular septa (arrows) and intralobular lines in both sides.
48 85 102

at presentation are fever, cough, dyspnea, and respiratory dis-
tress [7]. Although most cases of swine-origin influenza A (H1N1)
virus (S-OIV) have been self-limited, fatal cases raise questions
about virulence and radiology’s role in early detection. Frequently
reported complications of H1N1 influenza have included pneu-
monia, bacterial coinfection, acute necrotizing encephalopathy
(ANE) and exacerbation of underlying medical conditions, such
as congestive heart failure. The majority of fatal outcomes in
the United States have been related to pulmonary complications
[9,10].

The patients described were part of an epidemic of influenza-
like illness with pneumonia seen at our hospitals, and only a part of
them (38 cases, 35.8%) tested positive for S-OIV. A false negative test
in patients who had infection with S-OIV would be more likely if the
test were delayed or if patients had limited viral shedding [2]. The
result of a RT-PCR of nasal swabs or aspirates of our 38 confirmed
cases became negative during the follow-up. The negative results
of the follow-up RT-PCR of nasal swabs suggested that the test were
delayed for varies reasons.

H1N1 influenza is still a novel disease with poorly understood
pathology and pathogenesis. The histologic changes of pneumonia
in H1N1 are characteristics of influenza though not pathognomonic.
Autopsies have shown that the main pathological changes asso-
ciated with S-OIV infection are localized to the lungs [11]. The
lungs typically show diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) [12]. In the
early phase of the disease (<10 to 12 days), features of the
exudative inflammatory phase of diffuse alveolar damage are pre-
dominant. There are hyaline membranes, alveolar septal edema,
hyperplasia of type II pneumocytes and fibrin thrombus in the
vascular lumen. That is corresponding with ground-glass opac-
ities and consolidations on CT scans. The following additional
histopathological features have also been reported: inflammatory
infiltrate below the endothelium and partial loss and adherence
of the endothelium in intrapulmonary blood vessels; pneumo-
nia foci with intraalveolar exudates without evidence of bacterial
colonies [12]; necrotizing bronchiolitis [11]; extensive hemorrhage
[11]; pleuritis; interstitial pneumonitis; cytopathic effect in the
bronchial and alveolar epithelial cells and epithelial hyperpla-
sia and squamous metaplasia of the large airways [13]. In cases
with longer disease duration, changes consistent with the fibrous
proliferative phase (organizing diffuse alveolar damage) and the
final fibrotic stage (interstitial fibrosis) have been observed [14].
One contributing factor for death in our patients may have been

delayed admission and delayed initiation of oseltamivir or mechan-
ical ventilation. Possible mechanisms of damage include direct
injury to the respiratory epithelium with a secondary cytokine
storm [2].
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Fig. 5. A-34-year-old man with laboratory-confirmed S-OIV (H1N1). Chest CT
acquired at admission (3 days after symptom onset) showed a peripheral distribu-
tion of patchy ground-glass opacities (A). With progression of the symptoms, chest
radiograph obtained 2 days after hospital admission (B) showed bilateral areas of
consolidation in mid and lower lung zones. He was admitted to ICU on the same
day for mechanical ventilation. The ground-glass opacities were located through-
out the upper and lower regions of all lobes in a peribronchovascular distribution.
CT scan obtained on the third days after A (C) showed diffuse bilateral ground-glass
opacities, areas of consolidation predominately in subpleural and dependent lung
regions.

Fig. 6. A 5-year-old girl with laboratory-confirmed S-OIV (H1N1). Chest CT scan
obtained 6 h after the onset of fever showed focal ground-glass opacities in right
lower lobe (A). Head CT acquired on the same day with A showed swelling and the

decreases cerebral stem and bilateral thalamus (B). She was admitted to ICU for
mechanical ventilation immediately. She died on third hospital day.

Because the above histopathological features H1N1 influenza
are not unique, it may be difficult to distinguish diffuse alveo-
lar damage caused by H1N1 virus infections from diffuse alveolar
damage caused by other microorganisms such as severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV) or avian
influenza A (H5N1) influenza [11]. So the CT findings of pneumonia
in H1N1 were similar to that in SARS.

Typical initial CT findings of our patients showed bilat-
eral multifocal asymmetric ground-glass opacities and con-
solidation in predominant subpleural and peribronchovascular
distribution—corroborate those in previous preliminary reports
[15,16]. However, ground-glass opacities were by far the most com-
mon finding in our patients, being more commonly bilateral than
unilateral. Another observation in our patients was that the pro-
gression of radiographic abnormalities was mostly in the form of
developing multifocal areas of consolidation on follow-up.

HRCT was superior to radiography in showing the distribution
extensive involvement of the disease. An interesting observation

on the HRCT scans was the distinctive peribronchovascular and
peripheral distribution of the disease. This appearance is similar to
that seen in cases of organizing pneumonia. The similarity of typi-
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al CT findings in cases of S-OIV and in cases of early severe acute
espiratory syndrome (SARS) has been previously raised [17,18].

e also noted that similarity in our group of patients. During the
nitial phases of both diseases the virus cause exudative inflamma-
ory alveolar and interstitial edema that result in both MDCT finding
ominated by ground-glass opacities (GGO) [18]. Severe cases can
evelop radiologic and pathologic findings of diffuse alveolar dam-
ge rapidly and the patients present with hemoptysis, even acute
espiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [19]. In addition, both dis-
ases showed no centrilobular nodules, tree-in-bud pattern, cavity,
leural effusion, or mediastinal or hilar lymphadenopathy [20].
owever, 19% of the patients with pleural effusion were found

n our group of patients. The absence of centrolobular and tree-
n-bud opacities further decreases the suggestion of bronchiolitis
nd small-airway inflammation at the level of the secondary lob-
le. Radiologic recovery from H1N1 can be complete, but computed
omography images often show persistent GGO and reticular opaci-
ies, some of which reflect pathologic findings of fibrosis. Long-term
ollow-up imaging of survivors shows gradual decrease of GGO and
eticulation with persistent air trapping in some patients. The latter
s evidence of small-airway disease that cannot be detected on CT
cans at the onset of the disease [19].

Characterization as ground-glass opacities are generally patho-
ogically attributable to the partial displacement of air from partial
lling of air spaces, thickening of interstitial tissues from fluid
r cells, partial alveolar collapse, or increased capillary blood
olume [3,21]. The imaging findings in this case, therefore, sug-
est a differential diagnosis of atypical infection (including viral
nfection; Mycoplasma, Chlamydia, or Legionella infection; and
eptic emboli), ARDS, cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP),
osinophilic pneumonitis, and hypersensitivity pneumonitis [22].

Although most patients with HRCT abnormalities can be showed
n the corresponding chest radiographs, however, the extent of
nvolvement was more diffuse and the distribution of disease was
etter characterized on MDCT [16].

The University of Michigan series reports a high incidence
f pulmonary emboli among its most severely affected patients,
specially in obesity. An association of viral infection and throm-
oembolic disease has been questioned on occasion, including with
ARS, but is not common [18]. It is possible that the causal asso-
iation is between obesity and severe S-OIV infection, and the
ncreased rate of thromboembolic disease may be related to obe-
ity. None of the patients in our study underwent lung biopsy
r autopsy that would have allowed radiographic–histopathologic
orrelation. None of the patients in our study underwent contrast
nhancement to exclude the embolism of pulmonary embolism
PE).

Patients who are hospitalized with suspected influenza and lung
nfiltrates on chest radiography should be considered for treat-

ent with both antibiotics and antiviral drugs. Early treatment
ith neuraminidase inhibitors (oseltamivir or zanamivir) is ideal

nd may help patients with severe illness. Jain [2] suggests that the
se of antiviral drugs is beneficial, especially in early state, since
atients who were admitted to an ICU or died were less likely to
ave received such therapy within 48 h after the onset of symp-
oms. The time from hospitalization to the need for mechanical
entilation might be as short as 24 h or less [1]. Some patients
eveloped severe acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and
ere treated with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)

2,23]. CT findings manifest as extensive bilateral air-space disease
n hospitalized patients requiring advanced mechanical ventilation.

Our study has several limitations. The patients we evaluated

epresented 80% of total hospitalizations in our hospital for 2009
1N1 infection that were reported to the CDC during October 2009

o December 2009. We evaluated pneumonia patients with pre-
umed/confirmed H1N1 who had CT scans, so the group may not

[

[

iology 80 (2011) e146–e152 e151

be representative of hospitalized patients who may not have been
tested. Despite the use of a standardized data-collection form, not
all information was collected for all patients. The further research
to assess the effect of treatment will be evaluated by follow-up CT.

In conclusion, the most common radiographic and MDCT find-
ings in patients with S-OIV infection are unilateral or bilateral
ground-glass opacities with or without associated focal or multifo-
cal areas of consolidation. These imaging findings raised suspicion
of S-OIV despite negative H1N1 influenza rapid antigen test results
from two nasopharyngeal swabs; subsequently, those results were
proven to be false-negatives by reverse transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction. This suggests a role for CT in the early recognition
of severe S-OIV.
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